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1. INTRODUCTION

For power measurements as well as flux mapping in nuclear

reactors there exists principally and technically a simple

and cheap method that uses the neutron or gamma-absorption

in certain materials to obtain a signal which is directly

proportional to the neutron or gamma flux. This current originates

either from the &"-decay of radioactive isotopes being built

following the neutron absorption or from energetic electrons

due to photo- and compton-effects of the gamma flux which can

either be the result of the (n,y) interaction or of the fission

process.

This is realised in the well known "self-powered neutron-detectors",

The idea for such a system was first patented in 1940 for

Ferrant, AEG, Berlin /I/. Later it became better known as

Hilborn detector.

Fig. 1 shows schematically such a self-powered detector and

the manner in which flux measurements are done. The measuring

cable also shown consists of two leads, a sheath, and a mineral

insulation. One of these leads is connected to the emitter. The

other one serves to compensate the current produced in the

cable such that the measured current would be the one produced

in the detector alone.



Today in allmost all nuclear power reactors a great number

of self powered detectors are located in incore regions to

measure the flux and control the power.

An attempt was made to find out the applicability of this system

for flux measurements in gas cooled reactors especially in the

high-temperature reactor where temperatures of 800° C and more

prevail. For this purpose commercial vanadium SPN-detectors

have been tested at constant neutron flux (10 nv) up to 900° C.

Fig. 2 shows the detector current as a function of temperature

during three temperature-cycles performed at different reactor

operation periods. The neutron flux varied somewhat from one

period to another. It can be seen that beyond 600° C the detector

current is influenced to an untolerable extent in an Unaccountable

manner. This temperature-induced additional current can partly

be assigned to thermo-electric voltages which may exist between

different materials of the detector i.e. emitter, collector

and measuring line. Another source for this especially at

higher temperatures could be diffusion of ions through the

insulator.

In order to reduce or eliminate this temperature induced current

two kinds of developmental works were done. The first one was

tc improve the performance of normal detectors by using better

materials (different insulators and cables), cleaning them

carefully (filing at appropriate temperatures), putting some

layers to reduce the thermo-electric power, handling the parts

cleanly, avoiding brazing attachment and using laser spot-welding,

thus to avoid deterioration of the insulation resistance at these

areas. Applying these methods improvements were achieved. Some

of our detectors operated satisfactorily up to about at least

750° C, /2/, Fig. 3. Such detectors could be used in the

reflector of a pebble bed reactor without or with only moderate

cooling to view core flux. It has however been shown e.g. Neef /3/

that adequate flux mapping in large pebble bed reactors can

be performed in regions behind the reflector where temperatures

of maximum 550° C prevail. So we would not have to guarantee

"high temperature stability" of our SPND's but rather - because

of the lower flux in these regions - we should achieve higher

sensibilities of our SPND's as compared with conventional ones.

So we tried to receive this increased sensitivity by large-area

detectors.



Therefore we developed a new detector having a large area

thus increasing the sensitivity of the detector by one to two

orders of magnitude. In such a case the detector could be positioned

at a low temperature region of about 500° C and a neutron flux
12 13level of 10 to 10 nv. Normal SPN-detectors have a sensitivity

of about 10~20 to 10"21 A/nv.

Fig. 4 shows some SPN-detectors one of which is of a large area

type according to the new design. In this paper the development

of and measurements with this new type detector called the

large-area SPN-detector will be described.

2. THE LARGE-AREA SPN-DETECTOR

2.1 Principal considerations

At an early stage of the component development for the process

heat reactor (PNP) it became evident that ionisation chambers

for reliable operation under high temperature environment

were not available on German market. Therefore, it seemed

appropriate to employ for the out-of-core neutron flux instrumenta-

tion of large high temperature reactors self-powered detectors

with higher efficiency. In contrast to the conventionally

designed detectors a large area SPN-detector had to be developed

to guarantee a measuring signal which is considered sufficient

over the whole range (10" - 10~ A) at a prevailing thermal
12neutron flux of about 5*10 nv (axial averaged). The temperatures

of 'v. 500° C should not be a too big problem.

Prototypes were manufatured by Hartmann & Braun, Munich,

and the Nuclear Research Centre, Juelich. Fig. 5 shows schematic-

ally its design. The dimensions for the prototype detector

were 55 mm outer diameter and 250 mm length. We concentrated

our effort to achieve a prompt response characteristic.

The emitter materials choosen were cobalt and gadolinium.

The first one is a well known material in such applications

but has long term activation problems due to the build up

of the high energy y-emitting Co-60 isotop. The second one

has the highest known absorption cross-section for thermal



neutrons (485Q0 barns). This could have resulted in a very

rapid burnup. However self-shielding should allow according

to our lay out calculations long term performance. This will

be shown in the course of this paper.

Computer calculations on the basis of a simple model showed
19

that a neutron sensitivity of 3.3*10" A/nv for a cobalt

emitter of 2 mm thickness could be obtained. An optimum value
—19of 3.5*10 ' A/nv was calculated for an emitter thickness

of 3 mm. Beyond this thickness the signal level would be

influenced by self-shielding and flux depression. The computed

values for the gadolinium emitter were in spite of its higher

cross-section of the same order of magnitude as for cobalt

due mainly to the stronger self-shielding effect.

2.2 Design of the large-area SPN-detector

Some details of this detector are given in /4/.The choosen

maximum outer diameter for the detector was 55 mm. The length

of the detector was limited to 250 mm because the fabrication

difficulties of the solid ceramic insulator (Al_0,) tubes

of given dimensions (2 mm thickness, diameter deviations

of - 0,1 mm max.) allowed no longer ones. The collector material

choosen was inconel 600 (and in some cases zircalloy) of

0.5 mm thickness.

The emitter was either cobalt of 2 mm thickness or gadolinium

of 0.1 mm thickness. These dimensions resulted in an inner

diameter of the cobalt-detector of 41 mm and of the gadolinium-

detector of 45 mm.

All emitter and collector materials were obtained as sheaths.

Therefrom tubes of given dimensions had to be built. It was

tedious to bend the cobalt sheath into a tube because the

material got very tough and lost ductility getting glaslike

after cold working. Many steps of bending and heat treatment

had to be applied.

It is important to clean all parts and handle them cleanly

before and during assembling to obtain a high insulation

resistance. For this pupose the ceramic insulator tubes had



to be baked in air at 1200° C (some small ceramic parts at

1500° C), the cobalt emitter was heated to 850° C in a hydrogen

atmosphere, and the inconel 600 collector was outgased in

vacuum at 950° C. This is a standard procedure applied by

us for building normal size high temperature SPN-detectors.

After assembling the parts and connecting the emitter to the

measuring line the different collector parts and the sheath

of the cable were attached to each other by means of laser-

spot-welding to give a vacuum tight containment. It was found

out earlier that other methods of metallurgical attachment

would extremely deteriorate the insulation resistance at

these points.

2.3 Measurements

2.3.1 Short term irradiation of a large-area cobalt-SPN-detector

In order to find out experimentally the sensitivity of a

large-area SPN-detector having cobalt as emitter material

a short term irradiation was performed in a thermal column

of the research reactor FRJ-1 MERLIN at the Nuclear Research

Centre Juelich. The thermal neutron flux available was only

108 nv.

The SPN-detector was brought together with an ionisation

chamber into the thermal column, and the signals c.f both

the detector and the chamber were registered. From these
—19

a sensitivity of 3*10 A/nv was calculated for the large-

area cobalt-SPN-detector. This compares well with our calcula-

tions.

2.3.2 Irradiation of a_large-area gadolinium-SPN-detector

Some important questions related to gadolinium as an emitter

material had to be answered. It was therefore necessary to

perform an experiment in advance without temperature applica-

tion.

A rig of aluminium was built to fit into an experimental

position also in the research reactor FRJ-1 MERLIN, and to



contain the detector. The aluminium rig could be cooled both

from inside and outside by the reactor coolant. The temperature

of the detector was kept low in this manner.

The main investigation points of this experiment were,

a) The sensitivity of the large-area gadolinium SPN-detector

b) The linearity of the detector signal related to the

reactor power

c) Short term behaviour following a reactor shut-down

d) The influence of the gamma field on the detector signal

e) Long term behaviour.

These points will be discussed in the following.

a) The sensitivity of the large-area gadolinium SPN-detector

This was investigated by a foil activation procedure at a

symmetrical irradiation position. Six foils axially distributed

were irradiated for one hour. A flux of 1.1*10 nv was moni-

tored as an average over the length of the SPN-detector.

With this and with the detector current measured during
-19foil irradiation a sensitivity of 5.4*10 A/nv was calculated

for the large-area SPN-detector, having gadolinium as an

emitter material. This is the same order of magnitude as

reached with the cobalt detector. Also here the prediction

accuracy of our calculational model was reasonable.

b) The linearity of the detector signal related to the

reactor power

In order to find out the signal of the large-area gadolinium

SPN-detector as a function of the reactor power which is directly

related to the neutron flux the reactor power was raised

stepwise from 0 to 10 MW thermal. The detector current at

each step was measured. The results obtained are shown in

Fig. 6. It can be seen that within the uncertainties in the

measurement system a linear relationship exists. One important

reason for these uncertainties is the difficulty to adjust

in a short time a required reactor power and to keep it at

this level for about 10 minutes especially during relatively

unequilibrated condition at a reactor start up.



c) Short term behaviour following a reactor shut-down

Fig. 7 shows the current of the large-area gadolinium-SPN-

detector after reactor scram. The signal seen after several

seconds is attributed to the delayed neutron flux. This was

confirmed by comparing these results with the ones obtained

from an ionisation chamber which was registered by a high

speed recorder. After about 10 to 15 seconds the detector

signal disappears i.e. it gets far less than 1% of the full

current before the scram. It can be concluded from this that

the signal of the gadolinium SPN-detector is primarily prompt.

d) The influence of the gamma field on the detector signal

From Fig. 7 it can also be concluded that no remarkable gamma

induced contribution to the signal of the gadolinium SPN-

detector exists because the gamma ray level immediately after

scram is substantial (about one third of the level before

shut down). Therefore an existing gamma induced current should

be seen somehow after the reactor scram.

e) Long term behaviour of the large-area gadolinium SPN-detector

Within a reactor operational period the detector signal goes

down somewhat (*v 5%) during the first hours and days. Then

it almost remains at a constant level. This behaviour is

correlated to the movements of the control rods in this start

up phase. In different reactor operational periods the signal

level normally differs somewhat due mainly to replacement

of fuel elements which can either be new or partly consumed.

Deviations may also be caused by other irradiation experiments

in the neighbourhood of the SPN-detector.

The detector signal varies to some extent for reasons just

mentioned. Therefore it is not possible to say something

about signal loss due to burn-up of the emitter if this remains

small. To find out whether there is a loss of signal due to

burn up the foil activation procedure refered to under item a)

was repeated after 120 irradiation days at about 10 nv.

In this case both the neutron flux and the detector current

were lower than in the previous case. But the detector sensi-

tivity appeared to be unchanged.

J



The detector behaved in a similar manner for further 80 days,

when it had to be taken out for reasons not related to the

large-area gadolinium SPN-detector.

2.3.3 Laboratory investigations of two large-area gadolinium

SPN-detectors

In order to investigate the influence of temperature and

temperature cycling behaviour upon the signal of large-area

gadolinium SPN-detectors laboratory tests were done by appling

several temperature-cycles. Measurements of current and of

insulation resistance were done at room temperature, and

at different temperatures raised stepwise to a maximum value

of 550 to 650° C and then lowered also stepwise to room tempera-

ture again. The current measured in such a case is induced

from temperature alone.

Fig. 8 shows the current of two large-area gadolinium SPN-

detectors No. 21 and 22 as a function of temperature. It

can bee seen that temperatures below about 450° C would not

result in a measurable current (about 10" A). At 600° C
—9the current induced may reach a value of 3#10 A. Comparing

this with the neutron induced signal of a detector at the

given location in the HTR of 10 A or more, it can be followed

that the additional temperature induced current should be

small enough to be negligible.

AncLher important point of investigation is the electrical

insulation resistance. Fig. 9 shows the measured values for

the two detectors No. 21 and 22 as a function of temperature.
9

At 400° C the resistances are about 10 ohm. At 600° C they

are larger than 10 ohm.

A high insulation resistance is important for two reasons.

The first one is to minimize temperature induced currents

which originate from thermo-electric forces (according to

u = i»R). The second reason is that the direct current differen-

tial amplifiers used for current measurements require relative-

ly high impedances in the detector. To alleviate this require-



ment special amplifiers were developed at the Nuclear Research

Centre Juelich so that correct measurements at low resistances

of about 1Q kfl are possible.

Both the measured low temperature induced current and the

relatively high insulation resistances allow to say that

these detectors can fulfill the desired objective with negligible

sensitivity to temperature up to about 600° C (650° C).

3. SUMMARY

A report is given related to the development of the large-area

self- powered neutron-(SPN-)detector as a out of core power

monitoring system in high temperature reactors. Results of

investigations especially with the gadolinium detector are

presented. /It could be shown that such a detector of 0.1 mm

emitter thickness can withstand an integral thermal neutron
20flux of 2*10 nvt almost without loss of efficiency thus

indicating that the large-area gadolinium SPN-detector is

a suitable means for power monitoring in large HTRs.
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